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October 29th 2012:Tapping into a Reliable Dividend Machine
Bill Spetrino has amassed an enviable record for the
subscribers to his Dividend Machine newsletter by offering
simple, common sense advice on which high yielding stocks
to buy. In this interview he talks about the mistakes many
investors make and how they can be corrected to boost
returns in the long run. He describes his method for picking
stocks that have high solid dividends that continue to grow
over time. He discusses picks in his conservative, aggressive
and international model portfolios that pass his screens for
high quality investments. If you want to learn to put the power
of compou
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Featured Guest
Bill Spetrino
Bill Spetrino is a professional investor who has made millions for himself and his
clients through strategic investing. A trained accountant, he graduated from John
Carroll University in Ohio and spent a decade teaching. A lifelong entrepreneur,
Spetrino set out to understand and codify a simple dividend investing strategy for
amassing a retirement nest egg, an idea that eventually led to the creation of The
Dividend Machine newsletter for Newsmax in 2009. Using his strategy, Spetrino picks
the kinds of dividend stocks Warren Buffett or the late Sir John Templeton would
recommend — long-term cash generators that also can offer handsome appreciation
potential. Personally, he's used his simpl
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